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...……….... of government are in charge of tax collection in every civilized society.

commissioners  classifications  

 factors  employers…

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The men are working in ………… to repair the railway line .

                       

shifts  traits  laws theories

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 They need to reduce paperwork and ………… in the company .

                

bureaucracy organization development administration

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A report was produced by the government in ………….. with the chemical industry.

                      

cooperation   cooperate   cooperative  cooperatively

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His interests in business are very diverse .

different similar   alike  identical

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The …………. value of a washing machine is very high.

               

utility  goal domain essence

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Without seeing his work, the …………. of his ability is really impossible .

       

evaluation  interaction  cooperation arrangement

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 The …………… of the manager's success was his good personality, and mood .
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1. 2. 3. 4.

 Her decision to retire suprised them all.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

The employees' demands for higher pay was refused by the employers .
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10-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Nobody told me where to find this job. It was sheer intuition.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

His principal objective was international fame as a carpet producer.               
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12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Iran has great natural resources such as oil, trees, copper, coal, and soon.
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13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Low morale among the work force is the product of inappropriate management.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

One of his less attractive traits is to criticize his employee in public.                          
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15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has a lot of commitments  and cannot accept any more.
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16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Big factories have assembly-line workers in their production lines.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

 They lack the motivation to work hard in the factory.                     
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1. 2. 3. 4.

 A strike was caused by the dismissal of two workers.
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1. 2. 3. 4.

Why do you get angry over such trivial matter?
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1. 2. 3. 4.
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